Wood Stains, Sealer & Finish
by Laurel Mountain Forge

Antique Wood Stains.............................................. #LMF-Stain-(Color)
Specially formulated to bring out the rich beauty and figure of any wood, Antique Wood Stain is designed to penetrate deep into the wood, so surface scratches, abrasion and other wear damage will not expose raw, unstained areas. This solvent blend will not raise or swell the grain, checkering, carving or inlaying. It is available in many popular colors that enhance the grain and figure of all woods. Colors can be mixed. Stains can be applied directly to Permalyn finishes, useful when refinishing worn areas, or for restoration. Stains can be thinned, reduced to obtain lighter shades, with Antique Wood Stain Reducer.

Maple: amber color with red undertones, a popular 18th - 20th century American stock color. When used on walnut, this stain has stronger red undertones than our Walnut Stain.

Honey Maple: on light colored woods such as maple, Honey Maple in stain will color the wood an overall rich honey color. Figure or grain will be stained a darker amber-brown. More honey-yellow in color than Maple Stain. This color was popular in Lebanon and York County, Pennsylvania in the 18th and 19th centuries.

Lancaster Maple: rich brown color, with honey-yellow undertones. This color was popular in the 18th and 19th centuries, in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. A very popular color, one of our favorites!

Walnut: classic walnut, with subtle red undertones, not as red as Cherry. For a walnut color with less red, use our American Walnut.

American Walnut: a classic color used on American walnut stocked firearms over the last century. Much less red color than Walnut or Cherry Stains. When used on lighter woods, it produces a rich brown stain without the amber or red undertones.

Nut Brown: very dark, on maple, this stain has more of a brown tone than the Maple Stain. Works well on wood without much figure.

Cherry: deep, rich red-brown color, brings out red undertones when used on cherry, or any other wood. Duplicates the color of 18th and 19th century American stock color. When used on walnut, this stain will color the wood an overall rich honey color. Figure or grain will be stained a darker amber-brown. More honey-yellow in color than Maple Stain. This color was popular in Lebanon and York County, Pennsylvania, in the 18th and 19th centuries.

Barrel Brown & Degreasing Agent
by Laurel Mountain Forge

Barrel Brown & Degreasing Agent......................................................#LMF-Brown
Degreasing and browning in the same easy application. Barrel Brown and Degreaser will work right through fingerprints, grease, oil films, giving an even, streak-free brown. Easy to use, no need to heat the barrel as with hot browns, no lengthy burning sessions lasting for days as with other cold brown. Barrel Brown and Degreaser is applied cold at three hour intervals. An average job can be finished in about four to six coats. The color of the brown obtained varies from a rich reddish brown to a dark chocolate, depending on the number of coats applied. It also can be used to produce a “rust blue”, with a deep blue-black color. Detailed instructions are included.

#LMF-Brown Brown & Degreaser, 2.5 ounces only $9.99

Permalyn Gun Stock Finish......................................................#LMF-Finish
Permalyn Gun Stock Finish has unexcelled durability. It is impervious to water, alcohol, detergents, bore cleaner and most other solvents. Permalyn has the durability to withstand handling and rough usage in the field, yet it is unsurpassed for beauty and ease of use. It will fill the grain, and quickly build a finish to your desired gloss.

#LMF-Finish Gun Stock Finish, 4 ounces only $11.99

Permalyn Sealer.............................................................#LMF-Sealer
Made from the same base oils and polymers as Permalyn Gun Stock Finish, it contains special ingredients to insure deep penetration into the stock. Permalyn Sealer or Permalyn Finish can be used alone, but for maximum durability and economy they should be used in conjunction with one another. Permalyn Sealer is fast drying and can be applied by brush, spray, or by hand like an oil finish. Permalyn will not deteriorate with age. It makes an excellent all-round finish.

#LMF-Sealer Gun Stock Sealer, 4 ounces only $9.99

PermaWax ...............................................#LMF-Wax-Light or Dark
PermaWax is a unique blend of waxes, polymers and UV protectants, specially formulated to stand up to wear and weather. PermaWax will remove old wax, grease, oil, and dirt buildup on all wooden surfaces. Contains no abrasives to harm softer finishes. Available in two colors, natural for light colored woods, or dark for darker woods. PermaWax fills and seals all surface scratches and abrasions, easily making that tired, worn stock look like new. Also used to wax metal parts.

#LMF-Wax-L Gun Stock Wax, Light, 4 ounces only $7.99
#LMF-Wax-D Gun Stock Wax, Dark, 4 ounces only $7.99

Engraving & Layout White......................................................#LMF-White
Layout White is a unique water based coating, designed for the metal worker. It dries quickly to a non-glare surface that readily accepts pencil or carbon paper layout lines. The layout lines can easily be erased and reapplied without damaging or removing the coating. Suitable for use on all types of metal or plastic, it contains no silica so it will not dull gravers or other tools. Remove it with dilute household ammonia, glass cleaner, or alcohol. Handy for engraving a few lines on patchboxes.

#LMF-White Layout White, 1.25 ounces only $8.49

Layout White is a unique water based coating, designed for the metal worker. It dries quickly to a non-glare surface that readily accepts pencil or carbon paper layout lines. The layout lines can easily be erased and reapplied without damaging or removing the coating. Suitable for use on all types of metal or plastic, it contains no silica so it will not dull gravers or other tools. Remove it with dilute household ammonia, glass cleaner, or alcohol. Handy for engraving a few lines on patchboxes.

#LMF-White Layout White, 1.25 ounces only $8.49

Ebony Toner: When used on lighter toned woods, it produces a rich dark brown stain without the amber or red undertones of other stains.

#LMF-Stain-M stain, 4 ounces, Maple only $13.99
#LMF-Stain-HM stain, 4 ounces, Honey Maple only $13.99
#LMF-Stain-LM stain, 4 ounces, Lancaster Maple only $13.99
#LMF-Stain-W stain, 4 ounces, Walnut only $13.99
#LMF-Stain-AW stain, 4 ounces, American Walnut only $13.99
#LMF-Stain-NB stain, 4 ounces, Nut Brown only $13.99
#LMF-Stain-C stain, 4 ounces, Cherry only $13.99
#LMF-Stain-ET stain, 4 ounces, Ebony Toner only $13.99

Antique Wood Stain Reducer ......................................................#LMF-WSR
For lighter shades, Antique Wood Stains can be thinned and reduced with our Stain Reducer. Using the same solvents contained in Antique Wood Stain, our reducer insures maximum penetration, durability and non-grain-raising characteristics. Wiping can create a faux patina.

#LMF-WSR Wood Stain Reducer, 8 ounces only $17.59
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